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Before Leon could argue, Oliver instantly spoke out to defend Leon. "Mister Thompson, you are wrong! You may not know this,

but Mister Wolf is extremely skilled in medicine even if he's not an official doctor!"

"That's right! The Dragon Corps in the southern and western regions collaborated to hunt the Poisonwielder down before this,

but the Reaper’s Breath the Poisonwielder had was so powerful that none of us can do anything about it. Mister Wolf was the

one who produced the antidote and led us to success in the elimination of the Poisonwielder," Abraham agreed along, praising

Leon's skills.

"What? That happened?!" Both Arthur and August were stunned.

They both heard about the Poisonwielder in the past and knew about the Reaper's Breath he used.

It was precise because of the Reaper's Breath that the Dragon Corps in the western region struggled to capture the

Poisonwielder.

However, upon learning that Leon produced an antidote for the Reaper's Breath and assisted the Dragon Guards in the western

region to eliminate the Poisonwielder, the two finally realized that they underestimated Leon.

If what Oliver and Abraham said was true, Leon's skills in medicine would surpass that of countless experienced doctors,

including Finlay. As a conclusion, Leon's diagnosis would be far more reliable compared to Finlay's.

"Mister Wolf, does it mean that Yonas was truly killed by the Demon Lord?" Arthur snapped out of it and asked.

Due to what Oliver and Abraham said, he started to believe in Leon's skills and diagnosis.

Since Leon claimed that his visit was related to an investigation against the Demon Lord and it was concluded that Yonas was

killed by someone with great power, Arthur began to suspect that the Demon Lord was responsible.

"The Demon Lord might have done it, but there's still a chance that one of the Thompsons' enemies did this. All in all, the Dragon

Corps will continue to look into this matter. If the Demon Lord is found responsible for Mister Yonas's death, we will do our utmost

best to hunt the Demon Lord down," Leon said.

Upon examining the body, Leon already guessed that Fiona was involved in Yonas's death. However, considering that Fiona was

merely a frail woman with no ability to commit murder, Leon could not determine who the true culprit was at the moment, so he

could only offer Arthur an ambiguous answer.

"Mister Wolf, thank you for your help," Arthur took a deep breath with a dark look on his face.

The Demon Lord ranked third on the criminal list and long reached the Advanced Almighty State.

If Yonas was truly killed by the Demon Lord, the Thompsons would have no means to seek revenge and their only option was to

rely on the Dragon Corps.

"I've already found some leads today and we will follow up on this, Elder Thompson. If you have no other questions about the

investigation, we should head back now," Leon bowed slightly and said.

He only came to look into Yonas's cause of death and since that goal was achieved, he saw no need to stay any longer.

He bid farewell to Arthur and August and promptly left with Oliver and Abraham.
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